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Classmates Voice Their Views Across A Range Of Topics

An informal survey among members of the Brown University Class of 1958
turned up opinions and memories across a wide range of topics. Your editors
asked the following questions via email from the Alumni Office:


Who was the most memorable professor you encountered at Brown, and
why?
 Who was the most memorable fellow student (of whatever class) you met
at Brown, and why?
 I believe the peacetime draft was ___ was not ___ good for me and for
the country, because …
 I believe that overall, the 1971 merger of Pembroke College into Brown
University was ___ was not ___ a good thing, because …
 My hopes and dreams for the future include…
(We have subsequently learned that, technically, Pembroke was already part of
Brown University and the merger was with the men’s College. We stand corrected
on the phrasing, but our survey had already gone out.)
Perhaps others among you will remember the same fellow students and
professors. You may agree that the peacetime draft was a good idea—an attitude
that isn’t shared among younger generations and today’s generation of military
officers, who regard draftees as an inconvenience. And you might not have given
much thought to a social change that earlier generations might have found
unthinkable: the transformation of Brown into a totally coeducational institution.
Starting on Page 3 of this issue we present the results we received, summarizing
some and quoting others at length. If you missed out on the first round of the
survey, you can still send your comments to us at brown58newsletter@gmail.com.
One classmate suggested more questions, so you’re welcome to send your views
about ROTC on campus and mass marches down the Hill—as well as whether
you agree with the suggestion on the next page that our generation was simply the
one with the most dumb luck.
—JCF & JVR

Inside This Issue:
Classmates respond to our informal survey: Betsy Morriss Campbell (Page 3), Pete Howard (4), Peter Kopke (5),
Bob Feldman (7), Lois Hammersberg Lowry (8), Bill Chadwick (9), Ed Flattau (9), Jim Mello (10), Al Uhry (11), John
Reistrup (11), Ulysses James (12), Bert Clark (13), Lois Delaney (13), Anne Whiton Hill (14), Lee Ann Etskovitz (14),
Sandy McFarland Taylor (14), George Vandervoort (14).
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The Luckiest Generation?
Statistics Indicate We Got ‘A Lifetime Ride On The Up Escalator’
By Neil Howe (A Relevant Expert, Not A Classmate)

Howe is an author and speaker on generations and social change in America. The following column is reprinted from the August 13,
2014, issue of Forbes Magazine:
(https://www.forbes.com/sites/neilhowe/2014/08/13/the-silent-generation-the-lucky-few-part-3-of-7/#5e619ba32c63 )
The Silent Generation (born 1925–42) today comprises roughly 20 million adults in their 70s and 80s. Their age
location in history sandwiches them awkwardly between two better-known generations: They were born just too late
to be World War II heroes and just too early to be New Age firebrands. In their personal lives, this age location has
been a source of tension. By the time the Silent were entering midlife, they spearheaded the divorce revolution and
popularized (thanks, Gail Sheehy) the term “midlife crisis.” But in their economic lives, this age location has been
very good to them—and given them a lifetime ride on the up-escalator coming off the American High.
The Silent started out as the children of crisis. They grew up while older people were fighting wars and making great
sacrifices on their behalf. Childrearing in America, already more protective for the G.I.s, approached the point of
suffocation.
When the Silent began coming of age after World War II, they tiptoed cautiously in a post-crisis social order that no
one wanted to disturb. Unlike the G.I.s, they rarely talked about “changing the system,” but instead about “working
within the system.” Because they didn’t want anything to go on their “permanent records” and kept their heads
down during the McCarthy era, Time gave them the label “Silent” in a famous 1951 essay.
They were also careful in the
labor market. Fortune’s story
on the “College Class of ’49”
was subtitled “Taking No
Chances.” When they went to
job interviews, their first
questions were about pension
plans. They emulated their
powerful G.I. elders by
marrying and having babies
incredibly young—in fact,
younger on average than any
other generation in American
history.
Unlike the G.I.s, the Silent
didn’t have to wait for a depression or war to end. A new “booming” economy was ready to join right out of
school. Demographer Richard Easterlin, in his 1980 book Birth and Fortune, called them the “Lucky” or “Fortunate”
generation for their great timing. Easterlin noted that a remarkable feature of the Sputnik era was how the typical
young man could earn more by age 30 than the average wage for men of all ages in his profession—and could
certainly live better than most “retired” elders. He also noted that since the mid-1970s, the economic conditions
facing young late-wave Boomers were becoming much tougher.
At the time, Easterlin hypothesized that the Silent—being small in number due to low birthrates during the 1930s
and early ’40s—benefited from labor markets that bid up their wages in an era when young adults were relatively
scarce. Later, as they retired, their small size (next to the large FICA-paying generation following them) has certainly
helped make their pay-as-you-go Social Security and Medicare benefits seem more affordable. . . .
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Numbers helped, but what helped the Silent even more was, again, their timing. Taught to play by the rules, this
generation discovered at every age—from the moment they married (at a median age of 21 in 1960) and purchased a
house and car (soon thereafter)—that playing by the rules always worked well for them.
As the Silent have aged, their perfect timing has not let them down. Many of them locked in fixed 3% mortgages on
their first homes in the 1960s just before inflation hit—giving them decades of negative real interest rates. In the
large corporations where so many of them worked, they signed up young for the defined-benefit pension plans their
G.I. managers started—the same plans that are now unraveling for Boomers. Their midlife high-savings decades
roughly coincided, in 1980s and ’90s, with perhaps the greatest bull market ever in both stocks and bonds. And after
riding this bull, the Silent retired and sold out just before the crash hit. The last Silent cohort reached age 65 in
2007. Bingo.
This is the only living generation that could half-believe, along with Woody Allen, that “80 percent of life is just
showing up,” a joke that makes most Xers simply shake their heads.
In terms of national leadership, the Silent—unlike the G.I.s—are not a powerful generation. According to the late
management guru Warren Bennis, they redefined leadership as more “maestro” than “macho.” They are the only
generation in American history never to occupy the White House. In Presidents, we jumped from George Bush Sr.,
the World War II veteran, to Baby Boomer Bill Clinton.
Yet they are without doubt the healthiest and most educated generation of elders that ever lived—and, of course,
the wealthiest. Coming of age fifty years ago, they quickly amassed more wealth than the seniors of that era. (Back
in the early 1960s, the elderly were poorer than young adults by most measures.) In 2010, for the first time, the
median net worth of households age 75+ ($228,400) is higher than that of any younger age bracket. Astoundingly,
it’s over five times higher than the median net worth of households age 35 to 44 ($44,600).
Given their material good fortune, along with their instinct to help others in need, the Silent as elders have become
economic anchors for America’s new renaissance in multigenerational family living. Many routinely pay for
extended-family vacations or subsidize their grown Boomer or Xer kids. Many have set up college trust funds for
their grandkids—and indeed, a record share have assumed formal custody of them. Most are worried about the
economic challenges facing their families—and wonder why success has become so much harder for them.

Your editors were particularly interested in learning what classmate Betsy Morriss Campbell had to say about the Brown-Pembroke
merger of 1971 because her “Aunt Peg” was one of the last deans of Pembroke College (see “Who Was She?” in Issue 7, February
2017, of brown58newsletter.wordpress.com. “I think the merger is a dead issue in today’s world,” Betsy responded, “but it is
interesting to remember what life was like for us Pembroke girls back in the ’50s. My grandchildren are amazed at my stories.”

‘Better To Be Prepared Than To Be Protected’
Insights On The Pembroke Merger From A Classmate With A Unique Perspective
By Betsy Morriss Campbell ’58

On a hot June day in 1955, the last day of final exams, few girls were left in my freshman dorm. On the third floor a
young woman I will call Ruth was getting ready to leave for the train. Her boyfriend was carrying suitcases
downstairs. I said goodbye to them both as I left for the summer. Later I heard that Ruth had been expelled from
Pembroke for having had a man in her room that day.
On a hot September day, in 1983, I delivered my daughter to her first dorm at Brown. The building swarmed with
men, eager to carry her belongings up the stairs and help her get settled in her room. How the world had changed in
the 28 years between those two moving days! The the old rules were gone. Single-sex colleges were becoming rare.
Coed dorms were the new norm.
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My aunt, Margaret Morriss, was dean of Pembroke College from 1925 to 1950. She
believed in the idea of a coordinate institution where men and women had equal
educational opportunity, but she also believed that women should have a place of
their own, a living space designed for girls. She lived long enough to see the
Pembroke College she had done so much to create swallowed up into Brown, and
she didn’t approve.

© Bachrach

Dean Margaret Morriss

The world we Pembrokers experienced in the ’50s was bound by rules. We had to
be in the dorm by 10 p.m. on weeknights. Had to sign out of the dorm if we left
after dinner. Couldn’t wear Bermuda shorts on Thayer Street without a raincoat
over them. Must be dressed for “Gracious Living” on Wednesday nights, and
could certainly never have men in our dorm rooms. The rules were meant to keep
us safe and decent. We should be educated, but we should also be protected. My
children and grandchildren have had very different college experiences. Men and
women live in the same dorms, sometimes in the same suite, eat in the same dining
hall, belong to the same clubs, work out in the same gym, There aren’t any rules
about how late they stay out, what they wear, or whom they entertain in their
rooms.

I used to wonder what had been lost as a result of such change. When I visited my
daughter in her freshman dorm I went into the girls’ bathroom and was astonished to find the walls pasted with
notes. Girls writing to each other. Girl talk of all kinds—about boys, clothes, sex—things we used to talk about late
at night in our dorm rooms or hanging out in in the West Andrews lounge. I couldn’t help feeling a little sad and
sorry for these young women in the early days of coed living, who didn’t seem to have a place of their own—except
in the girls’ bathroom.
By now it appears to me that women have found their place in the coed world. As my grandchildren would say, they
have friends who are boys, not boyfriends. Men and women have friends of the opposite sex with whom they can
joke, study, play, argue and share ideas. The old stereotypes have broken down. The social order my aunt
understood has disappeared. She would be astonished at life on today’s campus where male, female, gay, straight, bi
or trans students live, and work and learn together. Modern college life is certainly not without its challenges. There
are all sorts of problems on contemporary campuses, but a coed world is far more realistic than the archaic
“coordinate” one I remember, and it is far better preparation for the world into which these young people will go—
better to be prepared than to be protected.
Dean Morriss was a student of history. She understood that times change and cultures don’t stagnate. I like to think
that if she could see what college life has become for recent generations of women, she would be less disappointed
about the merger. She would be shocked at some current dress styles, language and behavioral norms, but I hope
she would be wise enough to celebrate what has been gained in the lives of young women at Brown today.

The Professor Who Acted Like Molecules
By Pete Howard ’58
Who was the most memorable professor you encountered at Brown, and why?

This is not easy. Too many good teachers. Joe Kestin (Thermodynamics) was the best lecturer: organized and
interesting. His precise English with a German accent I found exotic. I regret not visiting his wind tunnel powered
by a German (?) jet engine. Boa Tse Chu (Fluid Dynamics) was most entertaining. A small vigorous man, he would
sometimes act out the behavior of molecules in fluid flow. We would often eat breakfast in the Refectory together
before our 8:00 class. Herr Schnare (spelling?) (German) friendly and courteous, made himself available as a
chaperone on Saturday nights and as a physical training partner in the gym using boxing gloves, the speed bag, and
heavy exercise ball.
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Who was the most memorable fellow-student (of whatever class) you met at Brown, and why?

This is even harder. Many in our class were memorable. I am still proud to know
Mike Trotter, a freshman football player, a student leader, friendly and modest,
Keep those
notes
and a lifelong integration leader in his home town,
Atlanta.
I was awed by the
and emails coming,
ability of Don Seifert ’55 to throw the hammer.
He
was
of
Olympic
quality. I had
classmates!
spent lots of time with the lighter high school hammer and thought I was pretty
good. But Don showed me what was possible.
I believe the peacetime draft was___ was not ___ good for me and for the country,
because...

The peacetime draft was very good for the country. It introduced us to the
military and gave all of us a sense of what is involved in war. It made it more
difficult for national leaders to commit the country to war. The all-volunteer
army has been a disaster. For me, the existence of the draft led me to the ROTC.
My brief service was as valuable a learning experience as was Brown.
I believe that overall, the 1971 merger with Pembroke College was ___ was not
___ a good thing, because...
Mike Trotter

Seems to me that it was a good thing since opportunities for women were
improved in sports and extracurricular activities. I wonder if the sexual assault

situation was improved.
My hopes and dreams for the future include...

Some believe that colleges should do more to enroll underprivileged students. Brown is doing this at the cost of
refusing qualified children of alumni. This is done at risk to the future of Brown as Brown parents lose interest in
the university. As far as I know there is no government funding for this public service. I hope that Brown will
develop a more enlightened view of this policy.

This Professor Of Economic History Prepared Me For A Life in Commerce
By Peter Kopke ’58
Who was the most memorable professor you encountered at Brown, and why?

The most memorable professor that I encountered at Brown was James Blaine Hedges, professor of American
History and American Economic History. My experience in professor Hedges’ classes in both American Economic
History and American History had a substantial effect upon my approach to analyzing problems. Professor Hedges
was interested in facts and worked to uncover source historical facts every day at the John Carter Brown Library.
He was not a man who tried to impose theoretical concepts upon the students, nor did he try to concoct historical
or political theories from the facts. He clearly had opinions, which he expressed. But he did not try to influence the
students in any political direction. Having spent two years in his Arnerican History and his American Economic
History class I felt that his wisdom and his understanding of the facts that he uncovered greatly influenced me as a
young man. His grasp of economic history was unbiased and profound and helped prepare me for what would be a
life in commerce. If my experience at Brown University had only consisted of attending Professor Hedges’ classes it
would have been enough for me because this is where I encountered the greatest educational force.
Who was the most memorable fellow student (of whatever class) you met at Brown, and why?
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Martin Bernheimer at
Brown

I am still in contact with George Vandervoort, Roger
Williams, Tom Moses and Don McKenzie, all of class of
’58. We have the pleasure of seeing each other at least
once a year. All of these people have had illustrious
careers and are exceptional human beings. However, I
should say that of all the people that I had little contact
with from the class of ’58 since the early ’60s there is one
person whom I would consider the most memorable. That
being Martin Bernheimer, who was a close friend of mine
through college and for about seven years after graduation
until he moved to California. Aside from Martin’s
interesting personal qualities, he also was important to me
because I learned a great deal from him about the
subtleties of operatic singing, in which I was and still am
interested. I am pleased that he was such a successful
music critic and I hope to have a chance to see him before
we both scratch off.

Martin Bernheimer at 75

I believe the peacetime draft was ___ was not ___ good for me and for the country, because …

Like most issues there are pros and cons with regard to a peacetime draft. Since I had the experience of serving in
the Army in 1960 1 think I have an informed prospective on the matter. If it comes to war it is certainly
counterproductive to have an Army that consists of people who do not want to be there and are not equipped
mentally to be there, i.e., draftees. The majority of young men are not mentally equipped to be soldiers in my
opinion. In my generation at least most of us were taught “Thou shalt not kill” and therefore the objective of the
combat soldier which is precisely to kill the enemy is a hard thing to swallow for most young men. If you have a
fighting force it is much better to have one that is composed of individuals that are highly trained and want to be
there such as we have now in our professional army. In my judgment combat is for the tough and the relatively
fearless and not for the ordinary person who has great difficulty in dealing with a combat situation.
On the other hand the draft in a sense brought to all young men an obligation to the country which may have been
beneficial in extending their appreciation of the values of the country. It also brought people from all the different
areas of the country and the various ethnic groups into one pot which from my point of view created more
understanding among the disparate groups that were part of the military. When you are in the military in basic
training, the tendency is to cooperate with the boys in your company because it is in everybody' s best interest.
The draft means that a young man’s life will be interrupted for a specific amount of time for something that may or
may not have relevance to himself or his country. Therefore, despite the fact that I appreciate the time I had in the
Army and I do think it was good for me despite my feelings at the time, I would not recommend it. It was obvious
to me as a soldier that we needed a professional Army where the troopers were interested in what they were doing
and understood what it was that made you a good soldier. If you consider that in World War Il, 25 percent of the
casualties were caused by friendly fire, you will understand that the benefits of the draft do not extend to combat
situations.
I believe that overall, the 1971 merger was ___ was not ___ a good thing, because …

I have no feeling one way or the other about the merger of Pembroke College and Brown University and I am sure
that the institution will survive free of my opinion.
My hopes and dreams for the future include...

My hopes and dreams for the future include hoping I have one. Otherwise I would be satisfied with at least another
20 healthy years and the good health and happiness of my children and grandchildren. Since I am not retired and in
fact never wish to retire I am looking forward to the growth and expansion of our fruit company, William H. Kopke
Jr. Inc. , which has been and is in the forefront of importing fruit from the rest of the world. Since we are embarked
on the construction of a huge distribution center in Vineland, New Jersey, I certainly hope that this enterprise will
be successful.
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Bob Feldman not only answered the questions in our survey but also added a couple of (possibly rhetorical) questions of his own, together
Keep those notes
with the reasons he asked them.
and emails coming,
classmates!

Bring ROTC Back To The Campus
By Robert A. Feldman ’58
Who was the most memorable professor you encountered at Brown, and why?

Lewis Hall Gordon, who taught Romance languages….the classes were small, open-ended, and the finals
memorable: “Answer this question ___. If you don’t like the question, ask another and answer THAT.”
I believe the peacetime draft was___ was not ___ good for me and for the country, because...

Military/Alternative service should be compulsory…men and women. One to two years. It’s the best way to create
a permanent reserve force and it forces everyone to deal with a much greater range of the population than they
ordinarily would…hopefully for better, sometimes for worse.
I joined the Rhode Island National Guard and served in the post band at Fort Dix, New Jersey, defending Asbury
Park from the enemy. Didn’t you feel more secure then, knowing your National Guard was on the alert?
I believe that overall, the 1971 merger with Pembroke College was ___ was not ___ a good thing, because...

Good. No rational basis for maintaining two administrations when all aspects of student life are integrated.
My hopes and dreams for the future include …

attending my 80th reunion…and playing in the band.
Bob’s supplemental questions and answers:
1. Should AFROTC and NROTC be reinstated on campus? (I belonged to neither)

[After your editors noted that Brown once again offers Reserve Officer Training Corps, this
time through partnerships with colleges in Providence and Worcester to which students travel
for drills, Bob made this point:]
It is the on-campus presence which would make an enormous difference to
the appreciation of the military on campus…
2. If all the black graduates march en bloc (yes…that’s ALL) through Van Winkle
Gates on graduation, what other groups should be so encouraged ?

I played for many years in the graduation band and so witnessed this
phenomenon year after year. While freedom of association is guaranteed by
the Constitution, what it does seem to indicate is that after four years at
Brown, all of the black students still feel that they are ghettoized…but in this
case, that choice is theirs.
Brown University

Brown Army ROTC cadets march on
Veterans Day, 2012.
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Looking back may bring memories of more than “the happiest moments of youth’s fleeting hours”—and our sorrows may not prove to be
“as transient as April’s brief showers,” as the old college song would have us believe.

Remembering This Classmate Brings A Twinge Of Guilt
By Lois A. Hammersberg Lowry ’58
Who was the most memorable fellow-student (of whatever class) you met at Brown, and why?

In my small freshman dorm there was one girl I have remembered for years with a sense of guilt and regret. Her
name was, if I remember correctly, Merklee Arnold; she was known as “Mike.” Mike was very different from the
rest of us. She wore jeans and army boots and cared nothing for the crinolines and cashmere that filled our closets.
While we penciled into our calendars the names of boyfriends and the dates of dances and fraternity parties, Mike—
what? I don’t know how she spent her time. Read, maybe. We took little interest in her doings. I don’t think we
were cruel. But certainly we ignored her, for the most part, because she didn’t share our shallow amusements.
Years later—I think it was probably our 25th anniversary—we all filled out questionnaires, and our reports were
printed in a booklet which I read with interest, eager to find out what classmates had been up to. One question had
asked what we had remembered most fondly from our years at Brown.
Mike had replied that she had no fond memories from those years. But she did go on to report that her life had later
taken a happier turn and that she now lived very contentedly with a female partner. I seem to recall that she
described some outdoor activities: canoeing, perhaps.
Reading her remarks, I was suffused with a feeling of shame. I decided to write her a letter of apology. I wanted to
say I was sorry for the times I had sauntered off, maybe with others, for a cup of coffee…and not invited her to
come along. For the times I had sprawled on the living room couch, laughing and talking mindlessly with dorm
mates….and never including her. Never asking her opinion about anything. Never expressing an interest in her
ideas, her passions.
But like so many such intended letters, I wrote it only in my mind, never putting the words onto paper. Then, some
years later, I read her obituary. So it was too late to try to make amends.
But perhaps this is a small attempt. I regret that in those early 1950s we were not only young—I was barely 17 when
I went to college—but also uninformed, disinterested, and self-involved. I admire her for making her way, with a
sort of dignity I didn’t grasp then, through what must have been a very lonely time. And I wish she had prodded me
with one of those shit-kicker boots she always wore.
Who was the most memorable professor you encountered at Brown, and why?

For me, it was Charles Philbrick, in the English Department. Though I have no recollection of why this was true, I
was admitted as a freshman and sophomore to writing seminars which were ordinarily restricted to upperclassmen;
his fiction workshop was one. I had dreams of becoming a writer, and it was he who told me that they were more
than dreams, that I actually had the ability to succeed. I had many professors at Brown whom I liked and/or
respected, but Charles Philbrick was the one I remember most fondly because of his personal attention and
sensitivity to me at a time when I was very uncertain and vulnerable.
My hopes and dreams for the future include …

My immediate hope is for a return to a truly democratic bipartisan government with intelligent leadership and
appropriate legal redress against the corruption that has become rampant in our system.
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This Fraternity Brother’s Expulsion From Brown Hardly
Ruined His Life
Keep those notes
By William H. “Bill” Chadwick ’58
Who was the most memorable professor you encountered at Brown, and why?

and emails coming,
classmates!

Professor (Dean) Stolz who allowed me to return to Brown to major in economics after achieving a D in
prerequisite Economics 101.
Who was the most memorable fellow-student (of whatever class) you met at Brown, and why?

Paul Johnson, of course, my best friend for now almost 65 years. Also, Ted
Turner was a fraternity brother (Kappa Sigma) and “memorable” is the
proper definition. Who knew?
I believe the peacetime draft was___ was not ___ good for me and for the
country, because...

The peacetime draft was good for me, encouraging participation in NROTC.
Even better for the country. I would support bringing it back.
I believe that overall, the 1971 merger with Pembroke College was ___ was not
___ a good thing, because...

Forbes

Kicked out of Brown in 1959 for
having a woman in his room, Ted
Turner went on to build his father’s
advertising business into a
communications empire.

Merging with Pembroke was a good thing because separate and equal only
works when only one of those goals is paramount. Separate is good, equal is
good, but separate AND equal more often than not leads to disaster or
ineffectiveness.
My hopes and dreams for the future include...

My hopes and dreams revolve around our grandchildren. I can only hope the
country can gather its wits and find ways to restore tolerance and balance to
its deliberations. I am not sure my fundamental views would prevail, but I am sure the current group-think, which
heavily penalizes nonconforming thought, is on a track which has proven ineffective, at best, in any other form of
human endeavor. We have elections and laws, but neither seems to be very popular today. I believe there is great
risk that the U.S. Constitution is under more stress than ever, and unless it becomes not just words, but a guiding
document, we are on a slippery slope, the end of which is incomprehensible to me.

Ed Flattau has published twice-a-week commentary on environmental issues ever since 1972, when he took over the column begun by
former Secretary of the Interior Stewart Udall on Earth Day that year.

‘He Taught Me How To Express Myself In A 500-Word Format’
By Edward Flattau ’58
Who was the most memorable professor you encountered at Brown, and why?

That’s easy. The late Albert Van Nostrand. A superb practitioner of the Socratic method, he taught me in his
American lit seminar how to express myself in a 500-word format. Little did I know that most of my career would
revolve around that mode, and by a quirk of fate, I would hook up with him 40 years later when he would serve as
an inspiration for my book writing. (I dedicated one of my books to him. Our paths crossed when my wife, unaware
of my acquaintance with the professor, contacted him about a project she was working on.)
Brown ’58 Newsletter
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Who was the most memorable fellow-student (of whatever class) you met at Brown, and why?

I especially remember Martin Bernheimer for his wit.
I believe the peacetime draft was___ was not ___ good for me and for the country, because...

I favor the peacetime draft. Indeed, I advocate compulsory two-year service (military or civilian) as a way of
integrating our society as well as providing a taste of patriotism. (I was one of those six-month wonders in the Army
Reserve.)
I believe that overall, the 1971 merger with Pembroke College was ___ was not ___ a good thing, because...

I favor co-ed dorms. Life after college is in a mixed gender environment unless one is joining the priesthood. Still, it
was quite a shock when I accompanied my son to his freshman dorm at Brown. It was an old Pembroke residence
and when the neighbors down the hall came in to introduce themselves, they were girls!

If you Google James F. Mello, among other things you can find this list of scholarly works by him as a paleobiologist with the National
Museum of Natural History: https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=98bK5MwAAAAJ&hl=en
Jim credits a Brown professor with starting him on his career path.

From Reading Rocks To Working Wood
By Jim Mello ’58
Who was the most memorable professor you encountered at Brown, and why?

My most memorable professor was William Oliver. He was one of the Department of Geology’s three-professor
staff when I took his course in Historical Geology, and that set me on the path I have followed for the rest of my
life. He was only there for a few years, and I doubt that he will be high on the list compared to some of the longtenured professors who taught generations of students.
Who was the most memorable fellow-student (of whatever class) you met at Brown, and why?

Sally Cameron was the most memorable fellow student, and she is still making memories with me 61 years later.
Two others who I find memorable are Mike Trotter from our class and Gus White from the class of ’57.
I believe the peacetime draft was___ was not ___ good for me and for the country, because...

I think the peacetime draft was a mixed bag. It interrupted the lives of many, but it also kept the military closer to
the people. Today we have a separate class, unduly venerated and potentially quite dangerous.
I believe that overall, the 1971 merger with Pembroke College was ___ was not ___ a good thing, because...

The Pembroke-Brown merger made a lot of sense on several levels, but it also reduced the aura of specialness that I
think suffused the Pembroke women when we were there. Now everybody lives together....what is special about
that?
My hopes and dreams for the future include...

My hopes and dreams for the future.....? I look forward to developing a small woodworking business with my son
Roger and daughter-in-law Ulrike. But most of our hopes and dreams are about the next generations. Sally and I
have created a home place here at our farm which we hope will continue to serve our children, grandchildren and
great-grandchildren. Three of our four kids, four of our nine grandkids and two of our four great-grands live
adjacent to us and all participate in various farm activities.
We have been very fortunate to live in the times we have experienced.
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Your editors are former newspaper curmudgeons and have edited these submissions lightly for spelling and some consistency of style, but
Keep those
notes
out of deference to Al Uhry’s Academy Award, two Tony Awards and Pulitzer Prize we are allowing
him to
spell his calling as “the
and
emails
coming,
theatre” rather than “theater.”
classmates!

Let’s Get It Together As A Country
By Alfred Uhry ’58

The most memorable professor I encountered at Brown: Actually there were two—Janice Vanderwater and James
O. Barnhill. They were the entire theatre department and they strongly influenced my career choice of a life in the
theatre.
The most memorable fellow student? Joanna Kellogg
’59. I married her a week after she graduated and have
been happily married to her ever since.
I believe the peacetime draft was good for the country,
and, therefore, me because it made for a more unified
nation.
As the father of four daughters, I am a strong believer in
the equality of men and women. The merger of
Pembroke into Brown University can only have served
to strengthen the bond.
Brown University

Janice Vanderwater

My hopes and dreams for the future? Let’s get it together
as a country and move forward with liberty and justice
for all.

James O. Barnhill, long
after our time on
campus.

‘Ever True’ Or ‘Semper Fi’
By John Reistrup ’58
Who was the most memorable professor you encountered at Brown, and why?

Forrest McDonald didn’t arrive at Brown until after most of the class of 1958 had graduated, but when I got back
to the campus he was teaching history there. He particularly impressed me with the dogged detective work he had
put into his own historical research into whether conscripted European peasants who served on the other side in
the American Revolution fed revolutionary unrest after they went home.
Who was the most memorable fellow student (of whatever class) you met at Brown, and why?

Augustus A. “Gus” White III ’57 was one class ahead of us, a member of the Vigilance Committee that taught the
college songs to us freshmen, and the following year this authority figure was transfigured into a fraternity brother
after I pledged Delta Upsilon. He was not only the first African American in that chapter but in any fraternity at
Brown and in the international DU fraternity. Desegregating DU had been just one of many color barriers Gus was
to break through. In this case it was thanks to energetic support from fraternity members like Peter von Stein ’56,
who lobbied alumni for the backing needed to enable the chapter to survive external pressure. The international
fraternity nevertheless branded Gus’s admission into the chapter an “unfraternal act.” Even after Gus got in anyway
and went on to be elected chapter president, the international canceled its convention lest he show up leading the
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Brown delegation. (Years later, the international fraternity officially apologized to Gus, and African Americans
wound up being elected to its top offices.)
After graduation from Brown Gus became the first African American to graduate from Stanford medical school,
become a surgical resident at Yale, become a professor of medicine at Yale, and become a department head at one
of Harvard’s teaching hospitals. Along the way he also served as an Army battlefield surgeon in Vietnam, earning
the Bronze Star and caring for lepers in his off hours.
None of those events happened on my watch—I just knew him as a nice guy and good football player—but the
marks he left are evidence that while it isn’t always easy to do the right thing, it’s worth doing. And worth
remembering.
I believe the peacetime draft was _X_ was not ___ good for me and for the country, because …

The military draft (or alternate civilian service) would put everybody in
this country in the same boat for a while, increasing mutual
understanding. The draft narrowed my choices after a sophomore year
of fecklessness, so I dropped out to enlist in the U.S. Marine Corps
Reserve and volunteer for two years of active duty, returning to
graduate in 1960. (I add the detail of my enlistment for the sake of
those who remember how things worked in those days. Whatever
other services may do, the Marines make no distinction between
actives and reserves. Wearing their eagle, globe and anchor makes you
theirs. For better or worse.)
The Marines know precisely what they do. They win battles, and they
make Marines. The U.S. Marine Corps provided whatever maturing
this dreamer ever got. I think of the Marines as my real alma mater,
and for me “Semper Fidelis” has more resonance than “Ever True,”
although they mean the same thing.
I believe that overall, the 1971 merger with Pembroke College was _?_
was not _?_ a good thing, because…

I believe that this is a good question to which I have no answer. Nor
do I know whether the gradual extinguishing of fraternities has been a
good thing overall. Both these developments were probably inevitable.
So, by now, is global warming. Not all change is necessarily progress.

My hopes and dreams for the future include…predeceasing my
brain.

Politicians’ Decisions ‘Would Be Far Better If They Had Served’
By Ulysses James ’58
Who was the most memorable professor you encountered at Brown, and why?

Charles Watts. He was my professor in an “IC” American Literature class. He helped the class pursue the meaning
of great literature in a way I’ll never forget.
Who was the most memorable fellow student (of whatever class) you met at Brown, and why?

Paul Johnson, my roommate and friend for over 63 years. I admire him as a wonderful person, and we seem to
share similar values and concerns.
I believe the peacetime draft was _X_ was not ___ good for me and for the country, because …
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Was good for me. It led me to a 20-year career in the U.S. Navy and
gave me the training and experience I needed to succeed. It has
allowed me to do what I wanted to do most, return to music and
conduct an orchestra of some consequence.
I also believe that it was good for the country. I think that the
experience of being in the military should be shared by all regardless
social standing or wealth. I resent the fact that most current politicians,
particularly at the highest levels of our government, have not had that
experience. I believe that the decisions that have been made would be
far better if they had served, and I’m very concerned about the future.

Keep those notes
and emails coming,
classmates!

I believe that overall, the 1971 merger of Pembroke College and
Brown's men's college was _X_ was not ___ a good thing, because…

A good thing. As in earlier education, it continued to allow me to work
with both men and women, and to value all equally. It also resulted in
my 61-year-old marriage to Nancy Redden, the most important person
in my life.

Nancy and Ulysses James

Let’s Return To Time-Honored Values
By Bert Clark ’58

Most memorable prof: Robinson, in Classics. Made future visits to some European museums more meaningful.
Most memorable student: Dick Seid. Completely different background and values than mine, but we were friends.
Draft: Absolutely…we need to keep a strong, and ready, military capability. I don’t recall too much “peacetime” in
my lifetime.
Pembroke: Probably not a good idea, but I don’t know enough about the details.
Future: Political leaders who SERVE our nation vs. themselves. Resumption of Jewish/Christian teaching in
schools.

Three Pioneers Spent Their Junior Year Abroad
By Lois Delaney ’58

My most memorable professor was my Honors adviser, Professor David Kossoff, who was modest, unaffected,
very kind and supportive, as well as brilliant. He opened up his home to us on Fridays.
We met up again when I was in Spain doing graduate work. A lovely man who was duly recognized rather late in his
career.
A memorable fellow-student was a personal friend, Peter Marlay, brilliant, funny, slightly eccentric. We were
pioneers in a sense, being two of the three Brown students who spent the junior year abroad: Peter went to
England, and I went to Spain. In our senior year, Peter took me to the local race track as a break from studying.
Providence was a very quiet town in those days, not much opportunity to blow off steam unless you went to RISD.
Peter became an excellent scholar; he died very young, a great loss.
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The merger of Pembroke into Brown University was inevitable. Academically, we always were one. For a variety of
reasons, however, I would not have wanted co-ed dormitories.

Al Uhry Kept Her Laughing
By Anne Whiton Hill ’58

1. Professor Van Nostrand. His opening Chaos vs. Order.
2. Most-remembered student: Al Uhry. He kept me laughing. Very original humor.
3. Merger: Healthy for both men and women.

Professor Honig Was Both Confrontational And Supportive
By Lee Ann P. Etskovitz ’58
Who was the most memorable professor you encountered at Brown, and why?

As a student in two of Edwin Honig’s writing courses, I learned a great deal that was helpful in my efforts as a
writer. He was instructively and supportively confrontational.
My hopes and dreams for the future include ...

Staying healthy!!

This Roommate Turned Out To Be Most Memorable
By Sandy McFarland Taylor ’58

As for your questions, they’re well chosen and our classmates will have to ponder them…at least I will. The peacetime draft one I’ll have to dodge because I didn’t have a horse in that race. As for my favorite professor, this is
probably a three-way tie and I’ll have to work on it.
My favorite classmate—hands down—is my roommate...known as Rayanne Walter in our college days but
afterwards called Anne W. Lowenthal. Anne is a Ph.D. published art historian and music lover who co-founded a
not-for-profit New York performance group called GEMS (Gotham Early Music Scene.) This active group seeks
out early music performers & groups and arranges concerts, provides publicity and connects musicians and musical
groups with their audiences, all for the greater glory of early music and its devotees. Anne was our initial speaker at
the Metropolitan Museum of Art when our class celebrated our mini-reunion two years ago. (She’s being honored
this winter at a special Sotheby’s event recognizing notable art historians.)

Did Merger Cost Pembrokers Their School Identity?
By George Vandervoort ’58

My most memorable professor was Dr. Joseph Kestin of the engineering department.
My most memorable student was Linda Ceperly, Pembroke ’60.
No opinion on the draft.
I thought that the 1971 merger of Pembroke with Brown was not a good thing, because the Pembrokers lost their
individual school identity. However, I would respect the Pembrokers’ opinion more than mine.
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Thanks To Our Contributors
notes
The editors would like to thank classmates who have contributed so interestingly and generouslyKeep
to thethose
Brown58Newsletter
. Your
and emails coming,
work for the newsletter has made fine reading—humorous, biographical, informative, revealing classmates!
and nostalgic. Some “Silent Generation”!

We hope that both you and classmates who haven’t yet contributed will supply us with more material in the future.
Following is a list of classmate contributions to date. The list serves both to recognize them with gratitude and to provide readers with an
index to content.
Issue 1, April 2014

Harry Batchelder Jr. (Military intelligence and legal
career)
Dorothy Cotten-Pemstein (Dealing with spousal loss)
Stan and Rosemarie Dobson (African trip)
George Held (Poems: “The Graft” and “Fireflies”)
John Reistrup (Newspaper days)
Issue 2, June 2014

Alfred Chapman (By son, Henry, about his father’s
mental illness)
Lois Hammersberg Lowry (Brown honorary doctor
of letters)
Edward Flattau (Global environmental challenges)
Judith Hillery (Art and wit)
Jim Furlong (Niels Bohr reminiscence)
Peter Howard (I’m a canoe)
Lee Ann Etscovitz (My gender journey)

Issue 4, May 2015

Hays Rockwell (Life in the clergy)
Bob McLaughlin (Tribute by Jim Moody)
Doria Tenca (Bicycle days)
Bob Murphy (Flying, law, music)
George Vandervoort (Still skiing)
George Held (Nature poetry)
Bob Barta (Computer fraud)
Letters: Pat Patricelli, Ulysses (Jim) James, Kay Ulry
Baker, Dave Labovitz, Dion Shea, Charlie (Gig)
Shumway, Dick Emmons
Issue 5, December 2015

Issue 3, November 2014

Sandy Taylor and classmates (September 26-28 minireunion). Classmates: Jane Bertram Miluski, Raya
McCully Goff, Peter Howard, Abbe Robinson
Young, Paul Johnson, Jill Hirst Scobie
Ulysses (Jim) James (Musical odyssey)
Kay Ulry Baker (Great Loop voyage)
Donald Lazere (Tenured radical)
David Finkelstein (Fish on the doorjamb)
Bruce McFadden Jr. (Story by son about Bruce Sr.’s
high school reunion)
Lois Lowry (Essay about undergrad literary life at
Brown)
Alfred Uhry (Essay about undergrad literary life at
Brown)
Letters: Henry Chapman (responses received to
inquiry on father), BJ Adams, Tom Moses, Jane
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Bertram Miluski, Charles Martell, Bob Sanchez,
Bill Chadwick, Ed Flattau)

Anne Walter Lowenthal (Travels with Wtewaal)
Gilbert Lugossy (Sheriff of Nottingham)
Janet Nelson Hall (A long love affair with music and a
retirement home)
Martin Plaut (The Refectory rebellion)
David Clough (An executive turns artist)
Jim Moody (The trial of Ruby, the black Lab)
Martin Ritter (If memory serves)
Donald Lazere (Book synopsis)
Letters: Lois Dean, Joe Miluski
Issue 6, June 2016

Steve Singiser (Young banker leaves NYC for
Vermont)
Ronald Offenkrantz (The shot almost seen ’round the
world)
Jill Hirst Scobie (My rainbow coalition of a family)
Peter Howard (Backyard engineering)
Edward Flattau (Green to mean)
Letters: Ron Offenkrantz, Dick Neal, Steven Kurtz,
Kirk Smith, Brody Summerfield)
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Issue 7, February 2017

Sandy McFarland Taylor (October mini-reunion)
Pat Patricelli (Pat, her brother, and baseball)
Peter Howard (A Cold War engineer)
Betsy Morriss Campbell (On her aunt the Dean)
John Reistrup (Defense of the media)
Jerry Levine (Maxcy memories)
Jim Furlong (Accidental early stroke rehab)
Paul Schaffer (Ilya Ehrenburg in Moscow)
Issue 8, January 2018

Owen Hoberman (An ark in the Berkshires)
Stan Dobson (Walking down the Hill, and Berlin in
the Cold War)
Harry Batchelder (His new online biography)
Mike Trotter (His latest book and career in Atlanta)
Dick Emmons (He taught people to fish)
Jerry Levine (Bringing Playboy to Brown)
John Reistrup (Witnessing journalism history)
Bob Sanchez (Writing letters to the editor)

Letters: Janice Terry, Bob Feldman, Owen
Hoberman, Doria Tenca, Ed Flattau
Issue 9, July 2018

Jim Furlong (Our 60th Reunion)
Jill Hirst Scobie (The Women’s Movement)
Jane Bertram Miluski (No More “Little Woman”)
Jane Fliegner Blythe (Fighting to Preserve Nature)
Larry McMaster (Raising Blueberries, A Cold War
English Major)
Harry C. Batchelder Jr. (Tribute to Gerry Alaimo)
Michael H. Trotter (Breaking Down Racial Barriers)
John Reistrup (The Brown Daily Herald’s Disgrace)
Issue 10, February 2019
Betsy Morriss Campbell, Pete Howard, Peter Kopke, Bob
Feldman, Lois Hammersberg Lowry, Bill Chadwick, Ed
Flattau, Jim Mello, Al Uhry, John Reistrup, Ulysses James,
Bert Clark, Lois Delaney, Anne Whiton Hill, Lee Ann
Etskovitz, Sandy McFarland Taylor, George Vandervoort.

Navigation To Brown Class Of 1958 Websites Is Now Easier
The official 1958 Class Website—containing an extensive gallery of pictures, useful links and news of interest to
alumni—now is easier to access. The website, associated with the Brown Alumni Association, may now be
reached directly by clicking on:
,
If you want to tell your friends and family how to get to this newsletter (even if they’re not classmates!), an easy
way is to Google “Brown58Newsletter”—or they can go this link:
https://brown58newsletter.wordpress.com/
You can look up classmates in the Brown Alumni Directory (login required):

https://alumni.brown.edu/Alumni/Home/login.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2falumni%2fAlumniDirectory%2fdefault.aspx

You can get also in touch with many of your classmates through Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn:
http://alumni.brown.edu/community/networking/
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